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Abstract
An equivalent denition of the intercategorial entailment (i.e. an entailment be-
tween expressions of dierent but functionally related categories) is given and some
other formal properties are established. These show that the atomicity of deno-
tational algebras plays an essential role in the phenomenon of intercategorial en-
tailment. Various possible applications to the semantics of non-declaratives are
indicated. They suggest that intercategorial entailment, although formally dierent
from generalized entailment and from presupposition is a generalisation of both of
these notions.
1 Introduction
In this paper I study in more details the notion of intercategorial entailment
and some of its applications. These applications are basically motivated by
the semantics of natural language. The usefulness in natural language se-
mantics of generalized cross-categorial entailment, i.e. entailment between
two expressions which may both be non-sentential, but which must be of the
same category, is by now well-established. The theoretical basis and empirical
justication for such generalized entailments are given in Keenan (1983) and
Keenan and Faltz (1985) for instance. Thus for any (major) category C, (pos-
sible) denotations of expressions of category C form Boolean algebra D
C
, and
the entailment between expressions of category C corresponds to the partial
order proper to D
C
. The tools introduced by Keenan have also been used to
dene a cross-categorial notion of presupposition (cf. Zuber 1999). Thus it
is possible to dene a presupposition as a relation holding not only between
sentences but also between expressions of other (major) categories. In Zu-
ber (2002) a denition of an entailment between two expressions of dierent,
but functionally related, categories is provided and justied. This relation
is called the intercategorial entailment, or IC-entailment for short. It holds
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between two expressions which are functionally related. Two expressions are
functionally related i their category index terminates in the same category.
They terminate in the same category i either they are both of the same cat-
egory of else their categories are respectively of the form C= and C= for
any, possibly empty, category  and . If  is the empty category then the
category C= equals to C. For instance all Boolean categories are function-
ally related since all of them terminate in S, the category of sentences. If the
categorial indices are indicated by sub-scripts then two functionally related
expressions E and F can be more explicitly respresented with categorial in-
dices respectively as E
(:::(C=A
1
=:::)=A
k
)
and E
(:::(C=B
1
=:::)=B
l
)
, where A
i
; B
j
and C
are categories, C being the terminating category. Furthermore, the notation
E
(:::(C=A
1
=:::)=A
k
)(e
A
k
; : : : ; e
A
1
) designates the expression of category C obtained
from E by succesive application of function application to e
A
k
; : : : ; e
A
1
. Given
this notation we dene the IC-entailment as follows (cf. Zuber 2002):
Denition 1.1 Expression E of category (: : : (C=A
1
= : : :)=A
k
) IC-entails ex-
pression F of category (: : : (C=B
1
= : : :)=B
l
), if and only if for all x
A
i
; x
B
j
, the
expression E
(:::(C=A
1
=:::)=A
k
)(x
A
k
; : : : ; x
A
1
) cross-categorially entails the expres-
sion F
(:::(C=B
1
=:::)=B
l
)
(x
B
l
; : : : ; x
B
1
). This fact will be abbreviated as: E 
IC
F
According to this denition an IC-entailment is a poinwise dened cross-
categorial entailment. We observe also, given the denition of functionally re-
lated categories, that classical entailment between sentences and cross-entailment
between expressions of the same category are particular cases of IC-entailment.
2 Some properties
For simplicity and without loosing full generality we will note from now on
two functionally related expressions by reducing all but two of their categortial
indices: thus the expressions we consider will be usually noted as E
C=A
and
F
C
. So the simpler version of the above denition goes as follows: E
C=A
IC-
entails F
C
i for all x
A
we have E
C=A
(x
A
) cross-categorially entails F
C
. This
is of course meaningfull since expressions E
C=A
(x
A
) and F
C
are all of category
C and thus the cross-categorial entailment is deend between them.
Note additionally that contrary to what the above notation might suggest,
the IC-entailment needs not go in only one direction. Obviously E
C=A
may IC-
entail F
C
or, other way around, E
C
may IC-entail F
C=A
. In fact the following
"contraposition law" for the IC-entailment follows from the denition 1.1
Proposition 2.1 Let S be of category C=A and T of category C. Then S 
IC
T i T
0

IC
S
0
and T 
IC
S i S
0
 T
0
, where S
0
and T
0
are Boolean
complements of S and T respectively.
Intercategorial entailment has other typical properties of entailments. In
particular given the associativity of function composition we have:
Proposition 2.2 IC-entailment is transitive.
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For simplicity from now on we will talk about IC-entailment as a relation
between elements of two denotational algebras (and not between expressions
which denote them). It is easy to give suÆcient conditions for IC-entailment
in the case of expressions denoting monotonic functions. For instance (cf.
Zuber 2002) we have the following obvious property for monotonic functions:
Proposition 2.3 If f 2 D
B=A
is monotone increasing then f 
IC
f(1
D
A
)
and f(0
D
A
) 
IC
f and if g 2 D
B=A
is monotone decreasing then g 
IC
g(0
D
A
)
and g(1
D
A
) 
IC
g.
Other functions characterizing monotonicity behaviour, which also give rise
to specic IC-entailments are the so-called continuous functions. By denition
f 2 D
B=A
is continous i for all X; Y; Z 2 D
A
, if X  Y  Y  Z and
F (X) = F (Z) then F (Y ) = F (Z). Since continous functions are meets of
monotonically increasing and monotonically decreasing functions, we have for
them the following property:
Proposition 2.4 If f 2 D
B=A
is continuous then f 
IC
f(0
A
) \ f(1
A
).
Various examples of the IC-entailment are given in Zuber (2002). I will
discuss in some details the case of IC-entailment between non-declarative
sentences later on. Other examples indicate the existence of IC-entailment
between (nominal) determiners and noun phrases, between determiners and
sentences, between noun phrases and sentences, between adjectives and verb
phrases, etc. The clearest such examples are furnished by various complex
nominals: in general the semantic content of complex nominals has a clear
propositional character and can be easily expressed by a sentence. Thus some
specic NPs, the so-called exclusion and inclusion noun phrases (cf. Zuber
1998) give rise to similar entailments: NPs in (1a) all IC-entail the (declara-
tive) sentence in (1b):
(1a) No student except Leo/every student except Leo and Lea/most students
including Leo/no student, not even Leo
(1b) Leo is a student
A related series of examples concerns complex IC-entailing NPs which are
parts of constituents of other categories. Since NPs can be embedded parts of
VPs, insofar as they complete transitive VPs as direct objects, or they can be
syntactic parts of various prepositional phrases, one can ask whether they pre-
serve their IC-entailments in such positions. The following examples suggest
that this is indeed the case: the NP in (2a) IC-entails (3) and the PP in (2b),
the (full) VP in (2c) and the innitival nominal in (2d) all pretheoretically
entail (3):
(2a) the garden in which Leo kissed Lea
(2b) in the garden in which Leo kissed Lea
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(2c) knows the garden in which Leo kissed Lea
(2d) to sleep in the garden in which Leo kissed Lea
(3) Leo kissed Lea in a garden
Similarly with the exclusion or inclusion NPs given in (1a): when they are
embedded syntactically they also seem to preserve their IC-entailments. Thus
the VPs in (4a) and PPs in (4b) all entail (1b):
(4a) hates no student except Leo/every student except Leo and Lea/most stu-
dents including Leo/no student, not even Leo
(4b) about no student except Leo/every student except Leo and Lea/most
students including Leo/no student, not even Leo
An important class of expressions giving rise to IC-entailment is composed
of nominal determiners and in particular of those determiners from which ex-
clusion or inclusion NPs are formed. Such determiners entail some specic
NPs: for instance all the determiners in (5a) entail the NP in (5b):
(5a) No...except Leo and Lea/Some...including Leo and Lea/most...including
Leo and Lea
(5b) Leo and Lea
Similarily the determiners in (6a) entail the NP in (6b):
(6a) Every...except Leo and Lea/No...,not even Leo and Lea
(6b) Neiher Leo nor Lea
Finally, there are exclusion and inclusion determiners with complements in
the form of bare NPs, common nouns or adjectives which entail existential
NPs: the determiners in (7a) entail NPs in (7b):
(7a) No...except Uruguayan/most...including green (ones)
(7b) Some Uruguayan/some green (ones)
A formal characterisation of (unary) nominal determiners and of the NPs
formed from them which IC-entail sentences is given in Zuber (2002). We
observe that all of them are conservative (Keenan 1993), which is a property
which some researchers consider as a universal property of natural language
determiners. A determiner DS (a quantier of type < 1; 1 > is conservative i
for all properties X; Y; Z, if X \ Y = X \Z then D(X)(Y ) = D(X)(Z). The
algebra of conservative determiners has two sub-algebras: the algebra INT of
intersective functions and the algebra CO  INT of co-intersective functions.
By denition (cf. Keenan 1993) f 2 INT (resp. f 2 CO   INT ) i for all
properties X; Y;W;Z, ifX\Y =W \Z (resp. X Y =W Z) then f(X)(Y )
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is true i f(W )(Z) is true. Intersective functions are denoted by (generalized)
existential determiners of the type Some, No, No. . . except Leo, etc. All these
algebras are atomic. Atoms of INT are determined by a property: for any
property P the function f
P
dened as f
P
(X)(Y ) = 1 i X \ Y = P is an
atom of INT . Similarly co-intersective functions are denoted by expressions
of the type Every, every. . . except Leo and Lea etc. Atoms of CO   INT
are determined by a property: for any property P the function f
P
dened as
f
P
(X)(Y ) = 1 i X   Y = P is an atom of CO   INT . Keenan shows that
all conservative determiners denote functions (quantiers of type < 1; 1 >)
which are Boolean compounds of intersective and co-intersective functions.
Intersetingly there are NPs formed from non-conservative determiners which
also entail sentences. Here are some examples: the NP in (8a) IC-entail the
sentence (8b):
(8a) Apart from Leo only students
(8b) Leo is not a student
Although non-conservative the determiner in (8a) is related to co-intersective
in a simply way: it is an inverse of a co-intersective. The determiner D
i
is
inverse of the determiner D i D
i
(X)(Y ) = D(Y )(X). Thus the determiner
Every. . . except Leo is the inverse of Apart from Leo, only . . . as the equiva-
lence between (9a) and (9b) shows:
(9a) Every student except Leo danced
(9b) Apart from Leo only dancing persons are students
Of course sets of functions which are inverses of co-intersective functions
form atomic Boolean algebras, their atoms being inverses of atoms of co-
intersective algebras.
The atomicity of denotational algebras can be used to give another def-
inition of the IC-entailment. Let AT (D
C
) denotes the set of all atoms of
D
C
. If a 2 D
C
then at(a) is the set of all atoms (of D
C
) contained in a:
at(a) = fx : x  a and x 2 AT (D
C
)g. Now, for functional (atomic) algebras
D
B=A
we consider it is true, that any atom of D
B
determines an atom or a
family of atoms of D
B=A
and any atom of D
B=A
is determined (indexed) by
exactly one atom of D
B
. Thus for functional algebras D
B=A
we consider it
is possible to associate with any atom of D
B=A
a determining atom of D
B
.
Since in complete and atomic algebras any element is a join of atoms which
this element dominates, we can associate with any element a of D
B=A
a set
atdet(a;D
B=A
), which is the set of atoms of D
B
, determining atoms of D
B=A
contained in a. More precisely, the set atdet(a;D
B=A
) is dened as follows:
Denition 2.5 Let a 2 D
B=A
. Then atdet(a;D
B=A
) = f :  2 AT (D
B
) and
for some f 2 at(a), and some x 2 D
A
; f(x) = g.
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Given this denition we can prove the following proposition :
Proposition 2.6 Let S 2 D
C=A
and T 2 D
C
. Then S 
IC
T (resp. T 
IC
S) i atdet(S;D
C=A
)  at(T ) (resp. at(T )  atdet(S;D
C=A
))
Proof. We prove the equivalence of the corresponding entailments in one
direction only.
(1) if -part: Suppose a contrario that for some  2 AT (D
C
) we have  2
atdet(S;D
C=A
) and  =2 at(T ). But then  2 at(T
0
) which is impossible given
the contraposition law Proposition 2.1.
(2) only-if -part: Suppose a contrario that for some x
0
2 D
A
we have :(S(x
0
) 
T ). This means that there exists an atom  2 AT (D
C
) such that  
(S(x
0
) \ T
0
) which is impossible since by hypothesis  2 at(T ). 2
Proposition 2.5 can be considered as another, equivalent, denition of IC-
entailment. Essentially it uses the fact that atoms of a functional denotational
algebra are determined by atoms of the denotational algebra onto which the
functions map. This fact guarantees the existence of common semantic infor-
mation in some cases and thus of the IC-entailment between two functionally
related categories.
The atomicity of denotational algebras and Proposition 2.5 lead to various
interesting properties of the intercategorial entailment. In particular we have
the following property directly following from the denition of an atom (cf.
Zuber 2002):
Proposition 2.7 If  2 AT (D
B=A
) and  =
W
x
(x) then  
IC
.
A similar proposition can be proved for atomic functionally related expres-
sions. Usually atoms of the algebra D
B=A
are dened by atoms of the algebra
D
B
. We will say that the atom  of D
B=A
is determined by the atom  of D
B
i for all x 2 D
A
, if (x) 6= 0
B
then (x) = . Given this we obviously have
the following:
Proposition 2.8 If  2 AT (D
B=A
) is determined by the atom  2 AT (D
B
)
then  
IC
.
A well-known fact concerning atoms is that they are included in any ele-
ment (of the same algebra) or in its complement. So, given Proposition 2.7
and Proposition 2.2 concerning transitivity one can ask whether an atom of
D
B=A
intercategorially entails e 2 D
B
or e
0
2 D
B
for e arbitrary. Since the
denotation of an expression changes with models, atoms of elements of an
denotational algebra also vary across models. For instance the rst order
properties have dierent atoms in dierent models. So in general the answer
to this question is negative. It is interesting, however, that something very
similar to such an alternative entailment happens with some non-declarative
sentences. To see this let us consider the case of modiers. Their analy-
sis will also allow us to apply intercategorial entailment to the semantics of
non-declarative sentences.
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Modiers are functional expressions of category C=C for various choices
of C. This means that modiers denote functions from an denotational al-
gebra onto itself. Some modiers can be categorially polyvalent and so they
denote various functions from an algebra onto itself (Zuber 2001). There are
empirical reasons to distinguish various classes of modiers according to the
constraints their denotations additionally satisfy. Such constraints are based
on possible logical relations between the value of the function at a given ar-
gument and the argument itself. Thus restrictive functions in the algebra
of denotations of expressions of category C, RESTR(C) (cf. Keenan 1983),
are functionns f satisfying the following condition of restrictivity: f(x)  x.
The set RESTR(C) forms a Boolean algebra in which the complement c(x)
is relativised to the identity function: c(x) = x \ (f(x))
0
. Other Boolean
operations are dened pointwise and the unit of the algebra corresponds to
the identity function. The algebra RESTR(C) has a sub-algebra ABS(C) of
absolute functions formed by the set of restrictive functions f satisfying the
condition f(x) = x\ f(1
D
C
). If the functions satisfy the condition of negative
restrictivity: f(x)  x
0
then the set NRESTR(C) of such functions forms a
Boolean algebra with the complement relativised to the negation of identity.
The algebra NRESTR(C) has a sub-algebra of negatively absolute functions
which satisfy the condition f(x) = x
0
\ f(0
D
C
) (cf. Zuber 1997). From these
algebras we can construct the set of dually restrictive functions DRESTR(C)
and the set DABS(C) of dually absolute functions (Zuber 2003). By deni-
tion f 2 DRESTR(C) i x  f(x) for any x 2 D
C
. Similarly f 2 DABS(C)
i f(x) = x [ f(0
D
C
). Obviously sets DRESTR(C) and DABS(C) form
Boolean algebras (in which the zero element equals to the identity function
and the complement is correspondingly relativised.
We could still distinguish the classes of duals to negatively restrictive and
duals to negatively absolute functions. They do not seem to have any particu-
lar semantic applications. However, the classes of functions dened earlier do
have empirical motivations. In particular the distinction between restrictive
(non-absolute) and absolute functions is related to the distinction between
gradual and absolute adjectives (which are modiers of category CN=CN , cf.
Keenan and Faltz 1985). Negatively absolute functions can be used in the se-
mantics of complex modiers formed from "negatively oriented items" such as
nobody, nowhere, never, etc. For instance the modier nobody, not even. . . is
a NP modier denoting a negative absolute function. Similarly,the modiers
never, not even at. . . is a time adverbial modier denoting a negative abso-
lute function. Modiers of this type are also those which are used in exclusion
determiners or in negative inclusion determiners (cf. Zuber 1998). Finally, du-
als of absolute functions can be used to analyse conditional sentences (which
in this case are considered as expressions in which the antecedent clause is a
(sentential) modier of the consequent clause, cf. Zuber 2003).
We note that absolute functions, of all types, being monotonic, give rise
to intercategorial entailment in virtue of Proposition 3. Thus we have:
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Proposition 2.9
(i) If f 2 ABS(C) then f 
IC
f(1
D
C
)
(ii) If f 2 NABS(C) then f 
IC
f(0
D
C
)
(iii) If f 2 DABS then f(1
D
C
) 
IC
f
The following propositions show that absolute functions are distributive
with respect to the join operation and d-absolute functions are distributive
with respect to the meet operation:
Proposition 2.10
(i) If f 2 ABS(C) then f(x _ y) = f(x) _ f(y), for any x; y 2 D
C
(ii) If f 2 DABS(C) then f(x ^ y) = f(x) ^ f(y), for any x; y 2 D
C
.
Many intercategorial entailments are related to the atomicity of the above
algebras of modiers since all these algebras are atomic. Here are some de-
nitional properties of atomic functions:
Proposition 2.11
(i) For any b 2 D
C
,  2 AT (D
C
) such that   b functions f
b
dened as
f
b;
(x) =  if x = b and
b;
(x) = 0
D
C
otherwise, are atoms of RESTR(C).
Moreover, all atoms of RESTR(C) have this form (Keenan 1983)
(ii) For any  2 AT (D
C
) functions f

such that f

(x) = x ^  are atoms of
ABS(C). Furtermore, all atoms of ABS(C) have this form
(iii) For any  2 AT (D
C
) functions f

such that f

(x) = x _  are atoms of
DABS(C). Furtermore, all atoms of DABS(C) have this form (Zuber 2003).
3 Some applications
I will illustrate the contribution of atomic functions to intercategorial en-
tailment using the context of non-declarative sentences. There are clearly
entailment-like semantic relations between non-declarative sentences or be-
tween non-declarative and declarative ones. Of course no precise global se-
mantics for all non-declarative types has yet been constructed but for our
purposes we can recall that interrogatives usually stand in entailment-like re-
lation to sentences expressing their presuppositions, and exclamatives to the
declaratives on which they are based (Zuber 1983). So, if we consider that
interrogatives and exclamatives are of a non sentential category (or at least of
a category dierent from the category of declarative sentences), then we have
another example of intercategorial entailment: the interrogative (sentence) in
(10a) pretheoretically entails the (declarative) sentences in (10b) and in (10c)
and possibly also the NP in (10d). In addition, the NP in (10d) IC-entails
the sentence in (10c). The case of inclusion questions, as in (11a), is even
clearer: the interrogative in (11a) entails the sentence in (11b). We also know
that exclamative sentences intuitively entail (technically presuppose) the cor-
responding declarative sentences (cf. Zuber 1983): the exclamative in (12a)
entails the (declarative) sentence in (12b). Finally, imperative sentences also
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have presuppositions, which can be considered as a kind of IC-entailment:
thus the imperative in (13a) presupposes the declarative sentence in (13b)
and (13c):
(10a) Which student passed the examination.
(10b) Some student passed the examination.
(10c) Some students exist.
(10d) Some student
(11a) Which student, in addition to Leo, went to the party?
(11b) Not only Leo went to the party
(12a) How beautiful Lea is !
(12b) Lea is beautiful.
(13a) Close the door and open the window !
(13b) The door is open and the window is closed.
(13c) The window is closed.
Examples with inclusive questions like the one in (11a) can also be used to
show that IC-entailment is in principle dierent from presuppositions. For in-
stance one can formally distinguish two IC-entailments of (11a) (Zuber 2000):
the one in (14a) and the one in (14b):
(14a) Leo is a student
(14b) Leo went to the party
Although it may be true that both (14a) and (14b) express presuppositions
of (11a), the fact that they can be formally distinguished (as for instance rst
vs second order presuppositions) suggests that IC-entailments do not always
correspond to "ordinary" presuppositions.
I would like to suggest now that various functions denoted by modiers
can be used to model semantic relations between non-declaratives. Since
the full account of the above relations requires a complete semantics of non-
declaratives, we will restrict our attention to just some specic cases involving
in particular atomic functions. For this reason I will assume some semantic
analysis of non-declaratives without providing much empirical justication for
it. In addition my examples will concern the sentential level only: we will deal
basically with sentential arguments and sentential modiers. For simplicity I
will consider only extensional aspects of the problem.
There are various reasons to consider that interrogatives denote atomic
modiers, elements of ABS(C), determined by atoms of D
C
. The exact value
of C depepends on the category of the constituent which is marked by the
interrgative mark. For instance in the case of yes-no-question C = S=S and in
the case of who-questions C = NP . Furthermore, the elements determining
these atomic modiers correspond to answers to a given question. So the
complete answers correspond to atoms (of the denotational algebra D
C
where
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C is the category marked by the interrogative sign). Given this analysis and
the proposition 2.8 we have the property which can be informally stated as
follows:
Proposition 3.1 Questions IC-entail their complete answers.
Notice that (complete) answers are not necessary sentences. They can be,
roughly, of any major syntactic category.
Under this analysis we can also show that wh-questions IC-entail corre-
sponding yes-no-questions in which wh-marked constituent is replaced by an
"ordinary" constituent. For instance (15a) IC-entails (15b):
(15a) What is sad?
(15b) Is life sad?
I will consider now in more details the case of propositional exclamatives.
By these I mean expressions like (16):
(16) How true it is that life is sad!
There are some reasons to consider that exclamative of this type denote atoms
of restrictive (non absolute) functions taking propositions as arguments. As we
have seen in Proposition 2.10 (i) such atoms are determined by two elements:
by a proposition and by an atom contained in this proposition. Propositional
exclamatives contain two parts: an abstract marker of exclamation and the
root sentence, or a declarative sentence on which the exclamative is based:
thus they are of the form Ex(S). This representation indicates two indexes
of the atom we are looking for: the proposition d(S) expressed by the root
sentence S corresponds to one (non-atomic) index of the atom and the atom
determined by the actual world corresponds to the second index. This leads
to the following proposition:
Proposition 3.2 If the exclamative sentence of the form Ex(S) denotes the
atom 
d(S);a(w
0
)
then Ex(S) 
IC
S.
To conclude let me observe that the technique used to dene IC-entailment
can be also used to dene some other related notions such as IC-consistency or
IC-inconsistency. For instance two fonctionally expressions are IC-inconsistent
i one IC-entails the complement of the orther. Moreover, as is well-known
the classical entailment is also related to Boolean binary operations - they are
interdenable and constitute general syntactic and semanic operations. Con-
sequently the full picture of IC-entailment necessitates a separate but parallel
developement on intercategorial conjunctions. For the moment I consider this
subjet matter outside the scope of this paper, in particular because additional
syntactic considerations are necessary. I want to mention only that various el-
lipses can be considered as intercategorial conjunctions, two examples of which
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are given in (17), where a sentence is conjoined with an NP, under specic
semantic conditions:
(17a) Leo did not call up, but only Lea
(17b) Leo called up and only Leo
Since the application of the polyvalent modier only to the modied ex-
pression results in an expression denoting an atom of the corresponding de-
notational algebra (Zuber 2001), examples in (17) suggest not only that IC-
entailment may be useful to treat ellipses more directly but also that it allows
us to make related generalizations concerning intercategorial conjunctions.
This type of generalisations directly leads to more general notion of denota-
tional algebra.
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